CHOSEN BY
NEARLY 1000
LENDERS
AND AMCS
Mercury Network
The full suite of appraisal vendor management
software and quality control solutions
MercuryVMP.com | 1-800-434-7260

THE CHOICE OF
INDUSTRY LEADERS
Nearly 1000 lenders and appraisal management companies choose Mercury Network’s software.
Even the largest technology providers in the business choose to integrate to provide full control
to their clients. If you have appraisal issues, get peace of mind with the industry leader.

Call 1-800-434-7260 today.

“What a wonderful product and phenomenal team you
have. Since implementing Mercury, we’ve doubled
our capacity with the same level of staff. The
system is inherently user friendly...It automates the
majority of follow up tasks and communication with
both our appraisers and internal staff previously
handled manually. In my humble opinion, Mercury
sets the bar so high that it’s virtually impossible for
competitors to measure up. We are raving fans of
the product, the team and the company overall.”
Susan Howard
VP Risk Management
South Pacific Financial
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SOLUTIONS
FOR LENDERS
TOTAL CONTROL

BENEFITS

Mercury Network is pushing the limits of what is possible,
with functionality and technology packed into a userfriendly portal. Your tools are organized in a simple to
use workflow that makes sense – transforming once
complicated management processes to a smoothly
functioning appraisal management control panel.

• Work with more than 350 AMCs or more
than 35,000 independent appraisers
• Request bids and manage the
assignment process for residential
or commercial appraisals
• Order appraisals and manage status
updates and revisions through an LOS
integration, a private-labeled portal,
or via Mercury’s web interface
• Operate in compliance, with
full documentation, efficient
workflow and cost savings

Use Mercury to streamline your collateral valuation
operations, help ensure compliance with the latest
regulations, reduce your expenses and improve your
overall appraisal quality.

CONNECT TO ALL YOUR VALUATION VENDORS FROM ONE PLATFORM

More
than 350
AMCs
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LENDER

35,000+
Independent
Appraisers

FAST, SIMPLE
ORDER MANAGEMENT

TRULY AUTOMATIC STATUS
UPDATES KEEP YOU IN THE LOOP

Configure Mercury Network to follow your workflow.

You can notify your vendors automatically through

Choose your AMCs or build your fee panel, eligibility

Mercury Network when an action is required, so there are

requirements, product instructions, and notification

no delays. Throughout the process, you’re kept in the loop

options so your tools are truly automated to support the

with live status updates sent from your vendors.

way you work.
Mercury Mobile, our award-winning mobile app for
The customizable options in Mercury ensure every vendor

vendors, makes status updates and order acceptance

knows what you want with every report, so you’ll cut

happen much faster than other solutions. Plus, you

the wasted time involved in going back and forth with

can customize automatic email notifications to keep

vendors on each new order’s details.

everyone in the loop and off the phone.

Assigning orders to the best vendors
Whether you use AMCs or appraisers, you’ll have

See performance statistics at a glance, and drill down

unparalleled control. When you use appraisers,

to see performance on a per-product or per-county

Mercur y Network enables you to customize

basis, with adjustable time period filters.

your vendor selection criteria based on the

If you use AMCs, you can define your own rules for

situation. Approve appraisers to work only for

order assignment by any combination of factors,

specific areas and products. Go even deeper

including percentage distribution, product, location

and create customizable groups of appraisers

or branch-specific distribution, and services provided

specific to special programs or investors.

by your AMC. Deploy weighted or regional rules to
suit your compliance safeguards and QC standards,

You can rate each appraiser on a per-job basis for a

and your orders can be automatically routed to the

long term view of your relationship with the vendor.

right AMC partner.

Use AMCs? Customize how orders are
assigned based on your preferences

Vendor profiles include
licenses, résumés, fees, and
more. No more wasted
time chasing documents.

See statistics and ratings
for
a glance.
6 appraisers
| MercuryatNetwork

You can rate quality, professionalism, and provide
comments on every vendor after each order.

Each vendor’s ratings will
appear in their profile,
with the characteristics
you’ve designated as most
critical listed at the top.

For each assignment, Mercury will
show you the top candidates based
on their performance ratings and your
preferences so you’re choosing the best
possible candidate for each order.
In other words, you tell Mercury
Network what’s important to you,
and we’ll tell you how vendors
stack up to your requirements.

INTELLIGENT
ASSIGNMENTS
If you’re managing appraisers, our Intelligent Selection System lets you set your criteria and
weight your preferences. Then Mercury runs through millions of possible combinations in
seconds to select the optimal appraiser from your pool of approved appraisers (your fee
panel) or from the tens of thousands of appraisers already using Mercury Network to connect
with new clients. Based on your preferences and requirements, your appraisers will be
selected optimally, from day-to-day and property-to-property.

Your preferences
and criteria select
the best appraiser
on a per-order basis.
For all your vendors,
you set products
they can fulfill,
areas covered,
and much more.

“We found Mercury Network to be an
easy way for us to manage the panel
of appraisers we’ve been using for
years. Our appraisal management
alternatives required us to relinquish
control of the process, charge more
for our appraisals, and even use nonlocal appraisers we didn’t know and
trust. Mercury is a far better match
to meet the needs of our members.”
Gabe Lopez
Texas Dow Employees Credit Union
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Set your preferences for the perfect match
With Mercury Network’s automatic assignment settings,
the best vendor is chosen based on your criteria.
Checkboxes control your fees, E&O coverage
requirements, order expiration time, proximity
to subject, and licensing. Mercury compares
a p p r a is e r s w i th th e Fe d e r a l A p p r a is a l
Subcommittee’s database of valid licenses every day.

Selection weighting factors let you rank which
criteria are most important to you. Based on
your rankings, your appraisers will be selected
optimally, from day-to-day and property-toproperty. Mercury does it automatically in
seconds, saving you countless hours of labor.

AMC SOLUTIONS
APPRAISAL SCOPE
Our Appraisal Scope platform gives appraisal management
companies the ability to process orders more efficiently than ever.
AMCs love Appraisal Scope because it helps simplify operations and
safeguard compliance, so you can focus on growing your business.
From vendor management to powerful QC tools to real-time business
reporting, you can manage it all from one place.
Visit AppraisalScope.com for details.

BENEFITS INCLUDE
• Increase your speed for precise, faster appraisals
• Find and assign the right appraiser, faster
• Process orders more quickly, right from the Dashboard
• Our built-in report builder lets you get the data you want,
sent to you automatically, on the schedule you create
• Manage your staff’s roles and permissions with ease
• Y
 our staff, clients, and vendors always stay
informed with real-time updates
• Create custom widgets on the live Metrics view, to track turn
times, orders completed, appraiser coverage, revenue, and more
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EASY TO USE

ALWAYS GROWING

END TO END

Appraisal Scope is known for
its simple, clean user interface
and powerful data views that
give AMCs total control over
their business.

As part of Mercury Network,
the Appraisal Scope platform
releases customer requested
features weekly that keep you
ahead of your competition.

From custom client configurations
to built-in accounting and
reporting, everything you need
to grow and measure your
AMC is in Appraisal Scope

VENDOR
OVERSIGHT
Valuation vendors are part of your
third party oversight requirements as
outlined by the CFPB, OCC, FDIC and
major investors. Mercury Network
makes it easy to conduct due diligence,
monitor performance, and quickly swap
vendors when you identify risk.
Third party oversight is a compliance
issue, but with the best vendors on
board, you will reduce costs, deliver
better service to your borrowers,
reduce delays and hassles, and make
loan originators more productive.

Get all the relevant
regulations and an overview
of third party oversight
requirements in the free
white paper at

MercuryVMP.com/tpo
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Mercury Fee Analytics

Lender and AMC-paid appraisal fees by subscription
Monitoring appraisal fees for compliance is more
important than ever. “Customary and Reasonable
Fees” are a critical component to your compliance
with Dodd-Frank and state regulations, plus TRID. To
help you form a successful strategy around appraisal

fees, Mercury Network publishes a monthly set of
analytics from real transactions that includes median
and average appraisal fees for every county in the
U.S., as well as fees at the state and MSA level.

BENEFITS FOR YOU

ANY WAY YOU WANT IT

Clear appraisal fee guidance No more guessing.
Mercury’s fee analytics include details on every
transaction, including the zip code and appraised value.

Flexible The data is delivered once a month as an
Excel file to up to five email addresses, and you decide
if you want lender fees, AMC fees or both. Choose to
include all properties or only those within a certain
value range, the national data or the state level data,
FHA fees and more.

Easier path to compliance Set your fees based on
what is customary in a market.
Stay on top of market shifts If appraisal fees are
going up or down in a specific area, you’ll know
immediately since the data is published monthly.
Huge savings The fee data can be segmented by
property value so you can see pricing for simple
versus complex assignments.

Download valuable info here

MercuryVMP.com/feeanalytics

Delivering the details Dive as deep as you want into
the property details of every observed transaction
like Gross Living Area, Subject county, city and zip,
number of appraisers covering each county, room
counts and appraised value.

GETTING STARTED
Subscriptions now available:
Receive monthly fee data for all 50 states or individual
states, automatically to up to five email addresses.
Choose your details:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMC fees
Lender fees
1004 w/o FHA orders
1004 w/ FHA orders
Property values under 500k
Property values between 500k and 1 million
Property values over 1 million

RealView
AUTOMATED QC SYSTEM
RealView® is a revolutionary business rules engine that rapidly analyzes appraisals for compliance,
completeness, and consistency versus appraisal industry guidelines and the client’s customized
appraisal review rule set.
This innovative, configurable and highly-sophisticated platform significantly enhances appraisal
quality control. RealView empowers mortgage lenders, servicers, AMCs, credit unions, banks, MI
companies, and third party due diligence entities to thoroughly and consistently review appraisals.
Users save as much as 60% in review time and drastically reduce the amount of appraisal review errors.

BENEFITS FOR YOU
• Lower buyback risk and reduced review time
• A consistent quality control (QC) process loved by
compliance personnel, investors and auditors
• Higher quality appraisals with faster reviews,
including a full audit trail, lowers your
risk of collateral-based buybacks
• Comps and nearby sales are scored and ranked
based on subject property similarities
• Uses Public Record and MLS data to put Subject
Property in context of the surrounding community
• Interactive, dynamic, and highly configurable
checklist specifically designed for
company’s appraisal review process

For more information visit
MercuryVMP.com/realview
14
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ROBUST REVIEW
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2,500+ business rules and USPAP guidelines reviewed
1300+ specific data points analyzed
Appraisal information compared to custom review rule set(s) established by client, lenders, investors, etc.
Exceptions to the custom appraisal review rule set communicated directly to impacted parties – appraiser,
reviewer, lender – so necessary actions can be taken to speed the completion of high quality appraisals
Appraiser license status verified
Public record, local listing and pending sale data gathered and provided
for additional insight on trends and comparables
Sales price movement, market risk and potential mortgage fraud detected
Interactive, dynamic, and highly configurable checklist specifically
designed for company’s appraisal review process

INSIGHT AT THE
VERY BEGINNING

Pre-Qualification Solutions

Mercury Network’s pre-qualification products expedite your work by quickly verifying specific
information, including geography, square footage, and previous sale prices. Instead of using multiple
vendors and websites, you can get everything you need in one place. See reliable value estimates and
income verifications at the beginning of the process, from one convenient platform.
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QUICK
VALUE

MARKET
ANALYSIS REPORT

Eliminate wasted time and make sure
the deal has a future by ordering a
Quick Value for an estimate on the
subject property. Get Quick Values
when you need them, without
contract minimums or other hassles.

Get a more complete picture of the
subject property with instant data on
the immediate vicinity, including recent
sales prices, average value, subject
property information, comparable sales,
and neighborhood market averages.

QUICK VALUE WITH
COMPARABLES

INCOME
CHECK - 4506T

Get a value estimate and a list of
possible comparables to get additional
insight into the deal and an idea
of the appraisal complexity.

Our Income Check uses information
received directly from the IRS to verify
borrower income. It’s a quick way to
cap unnecessary origination costs.

Mercury Network

A RealCondition Report includes an
exterior inspection with photos.

REALCONDITION
REPORT
A RealCondition Report gives a
comprehensive analysis of the current
condition of the subject property and its
neighborhood, in an easy-to-read format.

The RealCondition Report includes an
onsite inspection of external structural
components of the subject compared
to nearby properties, with photo
documentation and valuable insight
about the subject property. You receive
determinations on vacancy, sales or rental
activity, property safety and habitability,
potential condition issues and more.

THE OPTIVAL
CASCADE
THE MOST CURRENT AVM
Millions of AVMs are used every year as part
of a lending decision but is it the right AVM?
If not, you’re exposed to undue financial and
compliance risk. Instead, choose the AVM
cascade that is automatically updated every
90 days to using the freshest data and the
most advanced analytics.

With the OptiVal Cascade, you have the
easiest way to assure the responsible use
of AVMs because the cascade is built using
the highest-quality, freshest data and the
most advanced analytics – a combination
that places its performance and accessibility
leagues ahead of any other AVM product.

The OptiVal® Cascade is superior
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ONE STOP FOR COMPLETE, COMPLIANT AVM SOLUTIONS
Compliance with the Interagency Guidelines
for AVMs has never been easier. According to
Appendix B of the Interagency Appraisal and
Evaluation Guidelines, models such as AVMs
may be used in lieu of a traditional appraisal for
subordinate loans valued at $250,000 or less. In
such cases, Interagency Guidelines expand to
recommend a physical inspection.
In these situations, you can easily add a
RealCondition Report. It ’s an economical,

objective condition report based on a physical
visit to the property when you order the OptiVal
cascade. Not only will you have the world’s most
accurate AVM cascade, you’ll also satisfy the
Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines’
stipulations for ascertaining the actual physical
condition of the property. It’s fast, easy to add,
and available on a per-transaction basis so you’re
only adding it to the loans that require it.

“An institution should consider performing an inspection to ascertain the
actual physical condition of the property and market factors that affect its
market value.” When an inspection is not performed, an institution should be able
to demonstrate how these property and market factors were determined.

WHAT MAKES
OPTIVAL DIFFERENT?
Visit MercuryVMP.com/optival
to hear from Mercury Network’s VP
of Data & Analytics, Craig Zielazny

GETTING STARTED IS EASY
You can start intelligently using AVMs today.
With Mercury Network, you will receive the
analytics that make sense, along with expert
recommendations based on objective testing
of the leading AVMs against the freshest data.
Accompanied with easily understood confidence
scores and analysis, you can accelerate your
valuation process while reducing risk.

For more information visit
MercuryVMP.com/optival

SURERECEIPTS
Compliant document delivery
With SureReceipts, you can securely send any
document to any recipient, backed by a full audit trail
for compliance verification.
Mercury Network customers have free access with
unlimited sends. If you don't use Mercury Network,
you can still use SureReceipts to send appraisal docs
for only 50¢ per send.

Benefits include:
• Reduced risk of costly penalties and
compliance with the ECOA Valuations Rule
• Significant cost savings over traditional
shipping, couriers and mail
• Flexibility to send any document to any
recipient, or multiple recipients
• More professional impression for your
recipient, white-labeled with your brand and
ready for beautiful display on any device

For more on the ECOA Valuations Rule,
download the free resource at
MercuryVMP.com/ecoa
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MERCURY MOBILE:
FASTER APPRAISERS
With Mercury Mobile, our free mobile app, appraisers are alerted of new orders, along with all their
details, so they can submit bids, accept assignments, negotiate or decline any order – instantly.

Using the mobile app,
appraisers deliver: 62%
faster assignment response
times and complete report
turn times a full day faster.

For more info, visit
MercuryVMP.com/mercurymobile

INTEGRATIONS
Lenders and AMCs want all their systems to work together efficiently, and our philosophy is to
deliver exactly what our customers want. To that end, Mercury Network’s integration capabilities
are second to none. Our in-house expert staff (no outsourcing) built and supports more than 60
integrations with the nation’s leading companies. Unlike other providers, we don’t charge upfront fees and our integration projects are well-managed for much faster turn times.

LOS integrations
Originators can place and manage
orders directly from more than nine LOS
providers, with more added all the time.
If yours isn’t listed, you can request it at
MercuryVMP.com/integrations
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AMC integrations

Portals

Doc management

More than 350 AMCs are already

Mercury Network connects

Easily connect to your document

integrated with Mercury Network

seamlessly to portals like UCDP,

management providers to

so lenders can place and manage

FHA, FNC, RealEC, InHouse,

streamline operations and

orders with their AMC partners.

ValuTrac, Appraisal Scope,

enhance compliance. Mercury is

We can add any AMC you wish,

Platinum Data, Appraisal

already connected to BlitzDocs,

at no cost to you or the AMC. For

Firewall and more. If you need

so all appraisal documents

the full list of currently integrated

connections, we most likely have

flow to your folders. If you use

AMCs, visit

them already. If not, we charge

another solution, we can add it

MercuryVMP.com/amcpartners

no fees to integrate and have a

quickly, at no charge to you. For

full team to execute when you’re

more, visit

ready. For more, visit

MercuryVMP.com/dm

Mercury Network

MercuryVMP.com/portals

CUSTOMIZED FOR YOU
With almost 1000 lenders and AMCs on board, we know one size doesn’t fit all when it
comes to vendor management software. With Mercury Network, you can choose from a
wide variety of options so you can “mix and match” tools to best serve your institution.
We designed Mercury Network for maximum flexibility, with a SaaS cloud-based core
powered by XML APIs (secure, hidden web services), and optional front end portals.
There are several options available, and we’re here to help every step of the way. Here are
a few of the ways the nation’s largest lenders and AMCs put Mercury Network to work:

• Mercury Network Use the SaaS, cloud-based Mercury
Network to manage vendors, orders, portal submissions,

Need a custom
implementation or
integration to your existing
systems? We can do it
— at no charge to you.
Our large in-house
development staff is here to
help, and our client relations
team will ensure successful
implementation with full
training for your staff.
Just call 1-800-434-7260.

audit trails, and more.
• LOS Integration Many lenders and AMCs rely on our
LOS integrations for placing and receiving appraisal
orders, checking order status and communicating with
vendors. We’re integrated with all major LOS platforms,
with more on the way.
• Private-labeled Portals We can private-label a portal
just for your staff with configurable options and the full
support of our client relations team to assist your staff
and vendors if they have questions.

For more information, visit
MercuryVMP.com/cfy

SOFTWARE SUPPORT
Our commitment to supporting our clients sets Mercury Network apart from the others.
We’ve heard the horror stories about other platforms: From busy signals to voice mails that
are never returned. We’re known for excellent client support, so rest assured we’re here
for you.
You’ll find no one else has the experience we do with appraisal workflow. We can offer
advice concerning your process, provide training for your staff, and even assist you in
integrating Mercury Network into your other existing systems.
We understand your vendor management software is mission-critical to your job, and we’re
here to help you every step of the way.
We release new features constantly, and they’re
automatically available to you, free of charge.

Live, expert help with dedicated
client relations experts from
7am - 7pm CST, on-call support
on holidays and weekends
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Here’s a partial list of features we’ve released in
the last 12 months, and you can see the full list of
updates at MercuryVMP.com/updates.

Connect to live help
inside the software

•

Online resources and
live on-site training at
your office available

•

MercuryVMP.com/help
1-888-794-0455

•

Mercury Network

•

Residential bidding: Send requests for bids
and award jobs to the best vendor for each
appraisal assignment
More QC options: Integration of popular QC
tools so all functions are conveniently handled
in one platform
Commercial bidding: Request bids and award
commercial appraisal assignments
Vendor preferences: Control vendor capacity
and prioritization, plus more powerful search
options to find vendors faster

You and your vendors
can get help anytime
Mercury Support

MercuryVMP.com/Support

“Even at midnight, Thanksgiving Day, or Sunday
morning, Mercury Network provides the technical
expertise to support our staff and appraisers. Now
that’s a level of service that no one else can claim.”
Kim Perotti
AXIS Appraisal Management Solutions

“The staff is excellent. When I have a question,
I get fast answers.”
Kristin Harris

Interactive training sessions

MercuryVMP.com/Preflights

Brainerd Savings and Loan Association

“It doesn’t cost us anything to use Mercury
Network, and the fee to the appraiser is minimal.
Mercury Network also records the entire history
for every transaction, and that’s very useful.
Anytime I have a problem, the customer support
people are just a phone call away.”
Patti Wilmes
Capital City Bank
We’ll help train your staff, including customized training
books, how-to videos, quick start guides, and much more.

SECURITY
There’s a huge difference between Mercury Network
and many other companies in the real estate and
lending industries. First and foremost, we’re a
technology company. We build software based on
customer requests, so you can rest assured you have
the full attention of our very experienced software
development staff.
As a linchpin of one of this country’s most critical
economic sectors, redundancy, fault tolerance, and
disaster recovery are built into every part of our
architecture. While other companies don’t have
the infrastructure to weather service interruptions,
much less disasters, we’ve invested millions of
dollars in building an infrastructure capable of easily
supporting you. That means you get unparalleled
reliability, while others are just doing the best
they can.
Our experience,
our independence,
and our technology
expertise makes all
the difference to our
clients, including the
largest lenders and
AMCs in the country.

Your entire operation depends on high
quality, compliant collateral valuation, and the
risks are just too great to rely on a provider
with limited experience.
•
•

•
•
•
•

Physical access is controlled with
Proximity Card/Magnetic Lock systems
Five weeks of data backups are stored,
with three weeks stored off-site in
secured location
All customer data is replicated in real time
to disaster recovery installation
An expert team to handle all your due
diligence requests
Annual SSAE-16 audit
Industry standard vulnerability detection
tools probe our servers, our network, and
our applications
• PCI DSS compliant, and pursuant to PCI
DSS requirements, we have enlisted
a third party PCI Approved Scanning
Vendor as an additional layer of
vulnerability detection
• Annual comprehensive penetration test
of our entire infrastructure

Download valuable info here

MercuryVMP.com/datasecurity
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COMPLIANCE
With Mercury Network, you’ll have total control of
your compliance, and the automatic documentation
you need to satisfy examiners and investors.
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Appraiser independence
requirements (AIR) and
Dodd-Frank
User permissions define
access for your staff
Secure transmission of all
private order info and docs
Integrated appraisal and
valuation quality control
tools
ECOA compliance with
seamless, documented
copies delivered to
borrowers
PCI compliant payments
Third party oversight
requirements are automated

Download all the details

MercuryVMP.com/compliance

MercuryVMP.com/resources
Nearly 1000 lenders and appraisal management companies
choose Mercury Network to power their appraisal operations.
How are they handling all the new compliance challenges while
keeping expenses down? Each download is packed with strategies
to help you avoid expensive mistakes and reduce your risk, with
expert interviews and links to the regs. Get them today for free
insight on the appraisal compliance challenges we all face.

Chosen by nearly 1000 lenders & AMCs
MercuryVMP.com | 1-800-434-7260
Mercury Network and its products are trademarks or registered trademarks of Mercury Network, LLC. Other brand and
product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Copyright ©2017, Mercury Network LLC.

